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ANZ gets on the SIV bandwagon
ANZ Private has followed Macquarie and Credit 
Suisse with the launch of an investment solution for the 
government’s Significant Investor Visa (SIV) program.

The SIV is a scheme to attract foreign 
investment to the Australian economy. Applicants 
are required to invest at least $5 million in 
compliant products for a minimum of four years, 
after which they can claim permanent residency.

ANZ’s product offers a choice of two equities 
portfolios managed in a “tax aware manner.” 
Investors will retain beneficial ownership of the assets 
held in the account, avoiding the tax consequences 
of traditional unitised trust structures.

While the SIV is open to anyone, it is mainly 
directed at the Asian market, in particular China. 

BT upgrades EOFY platform tools
BT Financial has upgraded its Asgard and BT 
Wrap platforms with a focus on the end of financial 
year solutions for advisers.

BT Wrap launched a microsite which provides year-
end processing and contribution cut-off fees. The site 
has received over 10,000 unique visits to date. 

The platform also introduced recently 
eStatements and over 17,000 clients received 
them up to ten days earlier than previous years. BT 
expects that a further 8,000 clients will receive their 
statements electronically in the following weeks.

Asgard’s June 30 investor reports were available 
online on July 24 and were mailed by July 31. The 
platform sent out its first tranche of tax reports to 
investors on July 31, almost a month earlier than 2012. 

The second tranche will be available online on 
August 23 and mailed by August 27. This will be 
an 8% increase in the number of investor reports 
available at the same stage last year. fs

Zurich fund now  
on major platforms
The Zurich Investments 
Global Growth Fund has 
received approval from 
Australia’s largest dealer 
groups.

Zurich head of strategic 
accounts and research Tim 
Meggitt said support from 
NAB/MLC, ANZ/OnePath 
and BT/Westpac had 
recently helped the strategy 
gather momentum.

“Wide spread dealer 
group acceptance and 
platform approvals for the 
Zurich Investments Global 
Growth Fund supports the 
notion that advisers and 
consultants are continuing 
to increase their weighting 
to international equities”, 
he said.

Partnership gives local access to global 
hedge fund giant
A new distribution partnership between BNP Paribas 
Investment Partners Australia (BNPP IP) and Permal 
Group allows Australian investors access to the 
global alternative asset manager’s funds.

Through BNPP IP investors can access the 
Permal and Jubilee range of funds, as well as the 
hedge fund solutions business, where investors 
can customise products to suit specific risk and 
return objectives. Permal clients will also have 
access to the Permal Managed Account Platform.

The partnership follows Permal’s acquisition of BNPP 
IP’s fund of hedge funds business, Fauchier Partners, 
rebranded ‘Jubilee Advisers’, in March of this year.

Permal, which is owned by Legg Mason, is one 
of the largest alternatives asset managers in the 
world with more than $23 billion in assets under 
management.

The partnership with Permal adds to BNPP 
IP’s existing local relationships which include 
Antin Infrastructure Partners, Arnhem Investment 
Management, Carnegie Asset Management, 
Fischer Francis Trees & Watts, Hamilton Lane and 
Impax Asset Management.

Three IOOF funds qualify for SIV program
IOOF has become the latest fund manager to 
tailor products for the significant investor visa (SIV) 
program, with three of the group’s Multimix funds 
qualifying as complying investments.

The SIV was introduced in November 2012 to 
attract migrants with a demonstrated history of 
success in business and investment. It allows 
foreign high net worth individuals to invest 
$5million into qualifying products for a minimum 
of four years before being eligible to apply for 
permanent residency in Australia.

The new qualifying funds are IOOF MultiMix 
Australian Shares Trust, IOOF MultiMix Cash 
Enhanced Trust and IOOF Cash Management 
Trust. The mix of funds is designed to give advisers 
the flexibility to recommend an investment with 
varying degrees of risk and return to their clients.

They are available directly as wholesale funds or 
through IOOF’s Pursuit platform.

BetaShares ETFs awarded Lonsec 
‘Recommended’ ratings
Lonsec has awarded ‘Recommended’ ratings 
to BetaShares’ first fundamental index ETF and 
Commodities Basket ETF.

Betashares first fundamental index, the FTSE 
RAFI Australia 200 ETF provides investors with 
an exposure to the top 200 companies listed on 
the ASX and it reflects their economic footprint 
rather than their market capitalisation. The fund 
has been awarded the ‘Recommended’ rating for 
the first time.

The BetaShares Commodities Basket ETF has 
exposure to the performance of a diversified basket 
of commodities. Lonsec upgraded the rating of this 
fund in part due to its consistent low tracking error.

New products
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Former winner of the Smileys scholarship talks to Financial Standard about social 
media and how entering the competition helped him realise his social goals.
Tell me why you decided to enter the 
smileys and about the prize that you won 
(FS Smiley Scholarship)
At the time of the award I was working closely 
with the team at the Social Adviser and it was on 
the basis of their encouragement that I entered.  
There were a small group of financial planners 
that were  fully embracing social media to im-
prove their client value proposition. Through 
our  collective interest in using technology to 
improve what we do we have all  become friends 
and we follow, support and help each other us-
ing these mediums.
 
Tell me about your application
The application process was a little daunting 
as at the time I was unaware of who was doing 
what in the area, and how my activities actually 
compared to others. In the application my focus 
was on trying to convey what I had done and 
why I had done these activities.  At the end of 
the day we are financial advisers first and fore-
most and social media is just a tool to help us 
run our businesses more efficiently. In the ap-
plication I tried to emphasise how I was doing 
that at ground level.
 

What effect did entering/winning the 
smileys have on your business?
Winning the award was a surreal feeling as it 
was something that I wasn’t expecting, but hav-
ing said that, it was a tremendous honour to 
be recognised as a pioneer in this area. From a 
business point of view most clients and centres 
of influence were already aware of how I used 
the technology so there was no major impact at 
that level. However the award has led to numer-
ous speaking engagements at national confer-
ences which is an area I enjoy, and giving you 
credibility in this area to connect and engage 
with global thought leaders.  In that sense it has 
had an enormous influence on me personally.
 
Has your social media strategy/ presence 
changed over the past year?
Over the last 12 months I have become more 
targeted in what I do, rather than trying to be 
all things to all people. Whereas in the past I 
tended to adopt a “machine gun approach”  I 
am now more knowledgable on what works and 
what doesn’t in this area.
 
How has social media impacted your business?
Social media has been a major driver of new 
business, but it can also detract from your busi-

ness if you are not careful. It is just like in the 
offline world your activities can either benefit or 
detract from your business.
  
What are your latest discoveries on social 
media, any new favourite things?
As you may have noticed I have a passion for 
this  area and subscribe to a number of podcasts, 
blogs and webinars to keep abreast of the latest 
developments globally in this area.  The focus of 
late has been on how you can improve your ef-
ficiency to maximise your output and there are a 
number of ipad apps such as newsify, wrike etc.
 
What do you think the future of social 
media will look like?
At the end of day a professional services busi-
ness is all about people, so whilst we can get 
caught up talking about technology, you still 
need to relate to the people you deal with on an 
everyday basis and technology can never replace 
that one on one time.  Whilst the social media 
provides enormous leverage and efficiency in 
running any business how you relate and inter-
act with  your clients will determine how suc-
cessful you are.  Social media  will continue to 
be a useful tool but is not the silver bullet many 
people think it is. fs
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